
Wholesale Meat Direct – A Creative Commons Record Store 

Love from the Wholesale Meat Direct Management Squad 

DEAR MUSIC MAKERS OF ADELAIDE, 
We are opening an indie non-profit record store in 
the Format zine shop (15 Peel St, Adelaide - just 
off Hindley St). We plan to sell CDs in the normal 
way, but also have a number of computers set up 
with a huge catalogue of local music to be 
perused and copied for free. People can bring a 
USB stick and load it up with anything from the 
computer, or compile and burn their own indie compilation CD. Artists could choose to 
have a CD for sale, and put only a couple of the tracks on the computer, so that punters 
can easily get a taste for the music but still be enticed by the full CD. If you don’t have a 
printed CD you want to sell, but you do have some recordings, it’d be great to have your 
stuff on the computer so people can hear what you sound like. We would love to have as 
many bands as possible represented in the library, so that Adelaideans can more easily 
find out what music is happening locally and get to more gigs! 
 
For physical CD sales, artists can decide on the price, and the store will take a fixed cut of 
$2 per disc. We’ll notify artists when CDs are sold and they can collect the cash from us. 
We will also sell blank CDs with indie handmade cover art for $3, which can be used for 
burning the free music, and will help us pay rent for the space (we will volunteer to run 
the place and use all money to buy store-related materials and equipment). 
 
All downloadable music will operate under an Australian Creative Commons non-
commercial license, which allows you to share music freely but still maintain rights such 
as restricting unauthorized commercial uses of your music. 
 
More info on Creative Commons: http://creativecommons.org.au/licences 
More info on the Format collective: http://www.format.net.au/ 
 
WE REALLY WANT YOUR RECORDINGS  
We want physical CDs, or files for the free computer library, or both!  
 
To send us your stuff: 
Please email wholesalemeatmusic@gmail.com and tell us: 

• For packaged CDs for sale: How many CDs you are giving us and how much they 
cost each (we’d recommend giving us between 1 and 10 to start with!) 

• A list of the tracks you want available under for free copying from the computers 
• A short description of your musical style/genre 
• A phone number so we can contact you if there are technical issues, or if CDs are 

sold! 
 
Then get the music to us: 
Packaged CDs for sale 

• You can drop CDs at the Format zine shop (15 Peel St) between 3 and 6pm 
weekdays. Just ask the chilled format people when you get there! 

Files for the free computer library 
• If possible, we would like to get your original master recordings as an 

uncompressed .wav or .aiff file, or a lossless format such as .flac or apple lossless. 
We will then convert to mp3 for copying to flash drives, and let people burn full-
quality audio CDs from the original lossless files. If you only have mp3s of your 
stuff, we definitely still want them! 

• You can either attach the files to the email, or burn them to an audio CD and take 
it to the Format building, which might be easier for large uncompressed files. 

• If you want tracks from a packaged CD to also be on the computer, just tell us 
which ones to rip (in your email) and we can do it. 


